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ABSTRACT
The changing regulatoryclimate in the United States is adding
.
increasingincentiveto reduce operatorcloseand TRU waste for DOE
plutoniumprocessingoperations. To help achieve that goal we have
begun adaptinga small commercialoverhead gantry robot,the IBM
electriccantilever robot (ECR), to plutoniumprocessingapplications.
Steps are being taken to harden this robot to withstand the dry, often
abrasive, environment within a plutonium glove box and to protect
_
the electronic components against alpha radiation. A mock-up
processing system for the reduction of the oxide to a metal was
prepared and successfully demonstrated. Design of a working
prototypa is now underway using the results of this mock-up study.
INTRODUCTION
The processing and handling of plutonium has historically been
performed using manually operated processing equipment located in glove
boxes designed to prevent plutonium contamination and alpha radiation
exposure of the workers. The use of manual operations has been possible
since plutonium, while a man-made radioactive material, does not emit
large quantities of penetrating radiation in the form of gamma rays and
neutrons. Thus, it has been possible to perform many of the required
operations without exceeding regulatory integrated worker radiation dose
levels=
More recent concern with further reducing worker and public risks,
coupled with the need to substantially reduce nuclear waste generation and
to improve the security of special nuclear materials, has motivated further
development and application intended to make possible the processing
and handling of plutonium without direct worker contact.
This paper
considers the problems encountered in pursuing this goal and describes
the initial technical approach taken to adapt the IBM electric cantilever robot
(ECR) to glove box applications for the automated processing of plutonium.
o
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The primary motive for automation is to reduce direct operator
handling to an absolute minimum-not to necessarily make the operation
inaccessible.
Thus, options utilizing remote hot cells or canyons for
plutonium processing were felt to be too restrictive since maintenance and
attention to unusual situations becomes very difficult. Rather, an approach
that depends on automation in a glove box configuration so that ready
access can be made for maintenance, repairs, modifications, or unique

hands-on operations can be maintained. This approach has the added
advantage in an operating plant of providing manual operation backup
capability should the automated processing equipment and handlers fail.
Given tt_isglove box application strategy, several restrictions apply to
tile robotic system. The width of the robot workspace is limited by the length
of the operator's reach.
Conventional applicationL_ have preferred
rectangular glove box shapes, though other shapes may be possible for
special applications provided, gloved access can be maintained.
The
optimum robot configuration, then, for most glove box applications is an
overhead system running on rails. Such a system maximizes the potential
robot work envelope and makes possible the handling of relatively heavy
loads.
Additional environmental restrictions apply to an automation or
robotic system to be employed in a plutonium glove-box environment. In
order to minimize oxidation of the plutonium metal, very dry inert
atmospheres are employed which place restrictions on the use of certain
types of lubricants. Occasionally, argon is used as the inert atmosphere
which introduces the potential of additional electrical breakdown and brush
arcing problems. Plutonium oxide dust, which is always present in varying
amounts, is abrasive and accelerates the wear rate of bearings, lead
screws, and sliding surfaces. Finally, while plutonium is not an intense
emitter of penetrating radiation, it does have a high alpha particle emission
rate. Thus, any organic surface (wire insulation, slide bearings, structural
members) or exposed electronic components on which plutonium oxide
dust is allowed to accumulate will be subject to surface radiation damage
effects.
The tasks to be performed are specific to the particular plutonium
processing operation being automated. A large fraction of plutonium
processing involves the use of high temperature furnaces to carry-out
selective reactions. Such process operations include high temperature
oxidation, reduction of the oxide to a metal, removal of americium from the
plutonium metal, electrorefining purification of the plutonium, and molten
metal casting of the plutonium.
Conduct of such operations involves
loading and unloading a suitable furnace, transferring oxide and metallic
parts, performing weight and related accountability measurements, an_
handling furnace crucibles and related processing containers.
Most
operations are straight forward pick-and-piace operations involving moving
components and reagents weighing up to 50-70 pounds.
Additional
operations involving greater articulation include the transfer, breakout, and
furnace servicing operations, but without the same heavy load requirement.
The speed of operation requirement is substantially different from
normal production operations where the objective is a high through-put.
Plutonium furnace cycles are norrnally several hours or more. As such,
robot speed is not of the essence. Rather, slow, methodical motions are
required with time for dust settling and electronic balance damping being
essential process step elements. This reduction in acceleration forces
greatly simplifies the robot support structure requirements and makes the
integration of sensors and vision systems more feasible due to the time now
available for processing and incorporating the additiona{ information.
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An IBM electric cantilever robot (ECR) was chosen as the primary
handler for the plutonium glove box environment since its size and load
characteristics and inherent modularity closely match those required. In
adapting this robot, consideration was given to the adaptations r_ecessary
for operation in a dry argon atmosphere, protection against excessive
abrasive wear, and radiation hardening of wiring and internal electronics.
in applying the robot to this actual applications task, the unit
operations associated with convert[ng plutonium oxide to metal were
chosen. These operations include the principle steps shown in Table 1.
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Table 1

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Plutonium

processing

steps for oxide-to.metal

conversion

Oxide can opening
Oxide transfer to calcining boat
Oxide calcination in a high temperature furnace
Oxide transfer to the reduction crucible with Ca and salt
Furnace loading with the charged crucible
Furnace reduction of oxide to metal
Product salt block unloading from the furnace
Breakout of metal button from spent salt
Packaging of metal button for shipment and storage

An analysis was made of each operation to determine automation
feasibility. At this point the specific automation and handling approaches
were defined by a joint team of LLNL, SAIC, WINCO, and IBM plutonium
and robotics specialists. Hard automation equipment, end effectors, and
support systems to successfully carryout each step and interface with the
plutonium processing equipment were then conceptually defined.
Once the total process feasibility was established and the conceptual
approaches were defined, detailed designs were started and a mock-up
operation was planned to evaluate the workability of the evolved concepts
and establish that automation of the oxide to metal conversion was feasible.
The mock-up hardware designs and results would then be used to develop
tooling for the prototype automated processing station.
This mock-up demonstration has now been completed and
successfully operated. (Figure 1) The results were very positive and
support the feasibility of our current design approach. The design of this
mock-up and its operation will constitute the remainder of this paper.
PLUTONIUM PROCESSING MOCK-UP DEMONSTRATION

,

The mock-up demonstration and hardware consists of three separate
phases: 1) oxide transfer and calcination, 2) furnace servicing operations,
and 3) product breakout operations.

Figure 1

Demonstration of process operations by an IBM ECR robot In a
simulated glove box prove the feasibility of t_ls approach

.Generaltoolina
Tooling

Table 2

which

are used

in ali applications

Application tools for both calcination

•reel

Name

Teel

'"EOAT
....#1-_................
EOAT #2
E0.A.T HOI-der
Material Can

in Table

2.

and furnace operations
'Description

Teel for robet qri ppe r used to pi,cku p c:rucible'andload
......
out can
"1"oolfor robot gripper used to pick up PuO2 produce can, lid
and button
-

Workbench
Unl0ck_Fi_ure
Transfer Cans

are shown

_....

Transfe-_r:_an
pickUp'blo_s
Lid Holder
Air IVlanifolds "

_to-'_aqerack fOr the two application end-of_armt0o/s .........
Reusable material storage containers designed for robot
•h.andlincj
Elevated platform to allow vertical to horizontal pickup
transitions
Holding fixturelfor ma,.t-edal
cans_Loa_llowlid removal _
"
Stainless steel cans used to simulate trolley system between
boxes
Block attached to each ira-nsfer-can lid to ai/ew r0bot=.ic
PiCkup
Storage racLksfor transfer can lids
Blocks used to hold 4 quick disconnect fittings t-osirn_)lify
fixture
cha..,
ngeover

'

Among these are two multipurpose End-of-Arm Tools (EOATs), standard
material cans and a lid holder. EOAT #1 is used to pick up the crucible and
Load Out can. EOAT #2 is used to pick up the oxide can, oxide can cut lid
and PuO2 button. Both of these tools, as shown in Figure 2, are designed
to be picked up and put away by the robot. In order to accomplish this with
sufficient accuracy, each tool uses tapered dowel pins for its gripper pickup
registration feature, and each has the "fingers" spring loaded apart. The
tools are stored in a holder that compresses the fingers and uses the
opposing spring force to maintain their location accurately.

.
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Flguro 2 End-of-armtool Isometrics (EOAT #1 left, EOAT #2 right)
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To pick up a tool, the robot opens the gripper fingers (referred to as
peds) wide and places them over the tool. lt then closes the gripper far
enough to mate the dowel pins in each finger to the holes in the
corresponding ped and compress the springs such that the tool fingers no
longer contact the holder features. Then the robotcan lift the tool out of the
holder. Since the springs are sized to bias the fingers against the peds
even at the maximum gripper opening, the tool can not fall out of the
gripper. When the robot is done withthe tool it simply closes its grip, inserts
the tool in its holder and then opens its grip wide. The holder prevents the
tool from following the gripper peals to full open so that the robot can
release it and leave it in the holder.
'The standard material can is a two-part IBM design used for storing
raw materials and process products, The assembly consists of a cylindrical
container with integral flange and a matching lid with seal and robotic
pickup feature as shown in Figure 3. By mating the lid to the container
flange and rotating the tid approximately 15 degrees relative to the
container, the two parts lock in bayonet fashion and form a tight seal. The
cylindrical containers come in two heights-a short version for Ca and PuO2,
and a taller version for the salt block. Both versions use the same lid design
which has incorporated into it a robotic pickup feature. This feature consists
of 2 opposing dowel pins centered within milled vertical recesses. Each
recess locates on the sides of a gripper ped to prevent rotation of the can
while the dowel pins penetrate the lower hole in each of the pad faces to
assure positive capture of the can.

4"

Figure 3 Standard material can Isometric

__xide transfer and Calcination
The IBM Robotic Calcination application and tooling were designed
not only to accomplish the current manual steps involved in calcination, but
to address the issue of glove box dusting as weil. The tooling is comprised
of a fixture with a rotating platform, a transfer elbow, and a standard material
can with internal adapter and a rake. Table 3 contains a listing of
calcination tools. Figure 4 shows the rotating platform for oxide transfer.
Table 3

Calcination

"----'_'_1

Nam e

CalcinationBoat
'"
Xfer Oxide"insert '
Xier Material Insert Calcination Fixture,......
45 Degree Elbow
Oxide Can Adapter _
.---..---F_ibowHoider
iiinl

application tools

lr iiiii

j

'.........................
Tool Description

.

i

LLI_'Ldesign_'_ntaine_us_
for Calciningthe oxide.... _ ,, Insertfor transfercan used to hold PuO_ ox!dec,an centered.
Insertfor transfer can used tOhold short material can centered
Fixture for rotation of boat/elbow to transfer oxide ....
Adapter used to transfer oxide to and from the boat on fixture
= Material can insert used to adapt inside diameter toproduce
can diameter ...............
Storage rackfor 45 degree elbow and adapted Oxidemaierial ....
ii

..

ii

i==mBtiB=l,
BaBm

can

.= _ _,-

Rake
Rake Holder
-can_opener

- ,T.o,,oIfor robot gripper that is _'S,,ed"tO
level oxid_ePowderin boat
__.-. Sto__.._ra
e_atiqn
!or the rake when not in use
.....
Modified commercial electric can opener used by ro lootto open
_roduce cans
_Uffle Furnace _,
_
CO_rnercial muffle fur_r_aceus._d-t'_'_imu!at
e _love,box_._de.L_.l

The fixture platform has features and a clamp that are used to locate
and secure the calcining boat opening up against a gasket on the
bulkhead, Through this bulkhead is bored a hole the same diameter as,
and coaxial to, the calcining boat opening. The other side of the bulkhead
has features that allow the transfer elbow assembly to accurately locate and

•

seal over the opening. The robot may freely rotate the platform +/- 180
degrees from horizontal by using one of the two attached handles, and then
lock it in position with an air cylinder driven pin.
The transfer elbow is basically a circular duct with a 45 degree bend
in the middle and mating flanges on each end. One end of this duct mates
with, and is the same diameter as, the duct through the bulkhead on the
fixture plate, The other end of the elbow is flared out from the bulkhead
bore diameter to the full inside diameter of a standard material can. Part
way up this flare is a step, into which is built a gasket. This step and gasket
serve to locate and seal the opened edge of an oxide can, and provide a
smooth transition from its inside diameter down to that of the bulkhead and
boat. The outer diameter of the flange on this end matches up with the
outer diameter of standard material cans, and has the locking brackets
required to attach to them.

Figure 4 Fixture with a rotating platform

"
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This design of the elbow allows it to be used for two different tasks.
When mated to a standard empty material can, it providesa smoothduct to
transfer calcined oxide from the boat intothe can for storage. If an adapter
is placed inside the standard material can, an oxide can can be placed
inside the adapter and the assembly mated to the elbow. The matedal can
adapter centers the oxide can and provides a spring load to push it against
the step seal up inside the elbow. This arrangement provides a smooth
duct for transferring the raw oxide to the calcining boat. In either case,
when the elbow assembly is mated with the bulkhead on the fixture plate, a
sealed continuous duct is formed from the can through the elbow and
bulkhead to the calcination boat. This duct allows the oxide powder to pass
from one container to the other without releasing dust into the glove box
environment.
The transfer of the oxide between can and boat is accomplished by
the robot rotating the fixture plate/elbow assembly back and forth through
some 135 degrees while a pneumatic vibrator (mounted to the underside of
the fixture plate) agitates the assembly. The design of the fixture handles
allows the robot to use a pure pitch move to rotate the fixture, which makes
teaching the application easier.

Because cycle time is not a critical factor, the robotic calcination
application uses long waits to allow dust generated during the transfer to
settle before removing either the elbow assembly or the boat. Also,
whenever the robot moves an item in which oxide is not completely sealed,
the move is executed at very low travel speeds. The duration and
sequence of the various waits as well as the magnitudes of travel speeds
are completely programmable.
The final process step before actual calcination of the oxide is to
level it in the boat. The rotation of the boat/elbow assembly during transfer
tends to leave a pile of oxide at the back Oofthe boat. in order to redistribute
this pile into a uniform layer over the floor of the bbat, the robot removes the
elbow assembly then picks up a rake in the gripper and reaches inside the
boat (through the bulkhead opening). Using very slow straight moves, the
robot spreads the oxide evenly over the bottom of the boat. When finished,
it raps the rake lightly against the roof of the crucible to shake loose any
oxide that may have accumulated on it and then replaces it in its holder.
Because the entire operation is done slowly, very little dusting occurs.
With the oxide level in the boat, the robot opens the muffle furnace,
unlocks the boat from the fixture plate, and transports the boat to the
furnace, lt then closes and locks the furnace door. While the robot waits for
the furnace cycle to complete, it prepares the fixture for unloading the
calcinated oxide into an empty material can. This unload process uses the
same tools, fixtures and processes as boat loading, .iust in reverse order.
DOR Furnace Servicing
The furnace servicing application is comprised of two parts--crucible
load and furnace unload. Custom tools for this application include a
crucible load fixture, shown in Figure 5, two transfer elbows, and a Ioadout
can. Table 4 has a comolete listing of ali the tools.
Table 4

Crucible load/furnace
_

load/breakout

application

tools

_m.._.

Tool Name

iii

:

Tool Description

Crucibl.eI::;xtu'l'e.........
'
,
Breakout Fixture

'Tool for rotationof cruc!ble_transfer'Calci_m, saltand oxide '
Tool for ex'irusionof salt/buttoncastingto allowfor button
removal/cleani._ng
Load"__t---Can
Container designed to hold mold casting and facilitate button
removal by robot
Straighi"Tr&nsfer Elbow
Material can adapter used for sali blocktransfe_nto crucible '
90 degree Transfer Elbow Material can adapter used for oxide/calcium transfers into
crucible
Transfer Elbow Holder ..........St_oragerackfor straigh,tand ,90degreeel, ,,bows
...........
-Thumpe--'-"--"T_Pneumatically actuated jack hammer used to remove salt skin-from button
Thumper Holder
Storage Iocati0'n for the thumper when not in use-_unted on'-"
the breakout fixture
LCru'cible Staging conta'i'ner T'emporary Stor-a.gefor crucible in transit be'iween furnace and load fixture
Tilt-Pour Furnace Mock-up Mock-up of exterior of T/P fumace used to hoid real T/P liner
supplied byLLNL

"
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The crucible load activity uses a fixture similar to the calcination
fixture, but tailored to the crucible. It, too, has a mechanism for locating and
sealing the crucible to a bulkhead on a rotating platform, and the bulkhead
has a hole bored through it. The opposite side of the bulkhead has features
for aligning and locking transfer elbows in place, just as in the calcination
fixture• But, unlike the calcination process, !thecrucible load operation uses
two different elbows designs.

Figure 5

,
,

Crucible load fixture

The first elbow is similar to the calcination elbow, but larger in
diameter and 90 degrees in bend. lt is used to transfer both Ca metal and
PuO2 powder into the crucible. The second elbow is really just a straight
pipe that adapts the material can to lock onto the crucible load bulkhead
and is used to transfer the salt block into the crucible. Both elbows have
one end that mates with the fixture bulkhead and the other that mates with a
standard material can.
After weighing and loading an empty crucible into the fixture, the
robot uses the same type of pitch move used on the calcination fixture to
rotate the crucible/fixture to the horizontal loading position. Next, each of
the three ingredients is weighed and loaded into the crucible-Ca metal, salt
block, and finally PuO2 powder, using the appropriate transfer elbows. The
transfer elbows work basically the same as in the calcination operation in
that they complete a sealed passage from the can holding the material
through the bulkhead and into the crucible. The transfer of material from
nan to crucible is accomplished the same way which is by rotating and
vibrating the fixture/elbow assembly to dump the material out of the can,
through the elbow, and into the crucible.
After the crucible has been loaded, the robot proceeds to service the
furnace• First, it removes the empty crucible, weighs it, and places it in a
temporary storage location. Next, it retrieves the empty load out can from

.
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the transfer can, weighs it, and positions it in the furnace. At this point, the
furnace tilts up some 45 degrees to dump the casting out of its fixed mold
into the Ioadout can. The arrangement of the casting in the Ioadout can is
such that the button is on top of the salt cake at the top of the can. Upon
completion of the dump cycle, the robot removes the Ioadout can from the
furnace, weighs it and places it into the breakout fixture. Finally, the robot
removes the full crucible from the crucible load fixture, weighs it, and installs
it in the furnace.
procluct Button Breakout

•

'
•

With the crucible loaded and the furnace serviced, the final task for
the robot is to break out the Pu02 button from the salt cake. This is where
the breakout fixture and Ioadout can come into play. The breakout fixture,
shown in Figure 6, is composed of two horizontal arms mounted on vertical
rods. The arms are connected to each other by an air cylinder such that
they move in tandem. The lower arm has a rack attached to its back, into
which an air cylinder fires a pawl. This allows the arm to be raised and
lowered (by the robot), then locked at a particular height. The lower surface
of this arm has a large hole bored through it such that a fixed tube mounted
to the fixture base plate will pass through the hole when the arm is lowered
over it. This is the ram portion of the fixture.

n

Figure 6

Button breakout fixture Isometric
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The upper arm is thicker than the lower, lt also h_s a hole bored
through it coaxial to the hole in the lower arm, but not of constant aiameter.
The lower portion of the upper arm forms a tapered circular chamber. The
entrance diameter of the chamber matches the diameter of the Ioadout can
while th9 exit ta_ers to the smaller diameter of the button 9r_def _he salt
casting. There is also a step in the chamber en*rance diameter that serves
to form a seat around the Ioadout can opening. Finally, at the chamber exit
level, there {s a pocket feature off to the side.
The distance betw,een the upper and lower arms is sJch that the
load.out can may be placed between them if the air cylinder connecting the
two arms is fired. Thus, it is possible to fire th9 cylinder, insert the Ioadout
can between the t_'o arms, then releaEe the air cylinder and clamp the can
in place. By lowering the arms with the Ioadout can installed, the ram will
travel up through the hole in the lower arm contacting the Ioadout can
piston. Continuing the lowering of th_;,arms will cause the ram to force the
loadout can piston upward inside the steeve, thus extruding the salt block
and button upward into the upper arm chamber. Once the _alt block and
button have been extruded to the correct position inside the chamber, the
robot fires the pawl air cylinder to hold the arms in position an:l then
proceeds to pick up the thumpor.
The thumper tool houses an air cylinder that drives a s_eul point. By
rapidly cycling the air cylinder, the robot uses the thumper like a jack
hammer to shatter the salt crust covedng the PuO2 button, Centered about
the thumper tip is a large flexible disk that acts as a lid for the chamber, lt is
twice the diameter of the opening in the top of the chamber, thereby
allowing the robot to move the thumper tip over the entire surface of tt_'
button without ever uncovering the chamber, The combination of the
chamber and thumper disk assures that the debris £gner_ted in the
breakout operation is contained within the Ioadout can,
Once the robot has thumped _heentire surface of the button, it _eturns
the thumper to its holder, raises the fixture arms to retract the salt block back
into the Ioadout can slightly (this allows ali the salt debris to fail back down
into the ioadout can) then lowers the arms to extrude the button up through
the chamber and above the top surface of the upper arm. After locking the
arms with the pawl, the robot uses its ped tip tactilo sensors to detect the
actual top surface of the button (this height will va.ry due to changes in salt
block stnJcture during the thumping operation), then uses this height as a
reference to allow it to push the button off the salt cake into the pocket
feature. Once in the pocket, the robot uses EOAT #2 to pick up the button
and place it in an empty matenal cs,n for weighing and shipment.
_.l_.Eg.atedTest Bed De'_._gj.g.D_m_.e_.t,
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Significant lessons were learned during this mock-up study,
including the difficulty of "teaching" the robot within a closed glove box.
Modifications in the tool designs are now in progress, and a prototype
automated processi_ngtest bed is under construction. (Figure 7) Surrogate
pyrochemical operations are planned later this year.

Figure 7

An artist's concept of the n@xt phase of the development, an
Integrated test bed Including glove box, robot and furnace.
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